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KS1Money Matters

Can you recognise your coins?
See how well you know your coins and their value.

...............

What do these sets of coins add up to?

.............................................. .............................................. ..............................................

............... ............... ............... ............... ............... ............... ...............

Which of these is the newest £1 coin –  
please tick the coin you think is the 2017 coin?



KS1Money Matters

Can you recognise bank notes?
Use all the notes to reach the value of £100.

+++
£5 x ................

x ............. = £100 x ............. = £100

£10 x ................. £20 x ................ £50 x ................

£100

Calculate how many of each note gives you a total value of £100

Which of these is the newest £5?

=

x ............. = £100x ............. = £100
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KS1Money Matters

Can you use the right combination of coins to buy some fruit,  
and can you calculate your change?

Select the coins to buy an apple for £0.30 exactly.

If you paid with a                              what change might you expect to get? (Tick the 3 correct combinations)

30p=
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KS1Money Matters

If you paid with a                         what change might you expect to get? (Tick the only correct combination)

Select the coins to buy a pear for £0.45 exactly.

45p=
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KS1Money Matters

If you paid with a                               what change might you expect to get? (Tick the correct combinations)

Select the coins to buy an Orange for £0.35 exactly

35p=
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